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I. INTRODUCTION
Electronically excited states of large chromophores play a prominent role in various scientific disciplines, such as biochemistry, photocatalysis, or material science. On the theoretical side, it is of increasing importance in that context to have reliable methods at hand, which are able to locate stationary points on potential energy surfaces of electronically excited states of large molecular systems: in the framework of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation minima and first-order saddle points correspond to equilibrium -and transition structures, respectively. In order to locate stationary points on potential energy surfaces efficiently, analytic energy gradients w.r. to displacements of the nuclei (denominated as nuclear gradients in the following) are needed. Moreover, also other properties of excited states, such as transition strengths, transition density -, and excited state density matrices, are of interest 1 . Presently, time-dependent density functional theory linear response (TD-DFT) is the major workhorse to calculate minimum-energy geometries of excited states. TD-DFT nuclear gradients can be calculated very efficiently [2] [3] [4] , but are often unreliable in conjunction with presently used functional. For charge transfer (CT) and Rydberg states, or excitations of extended π-systems TD-DFT may fail even qualitatively [5] [6] [7] . Alternatives to TD-DFT, although still much more expensive, are time-dependent coupled cluster (CC) linear response based on the second order CC model CC2 8 , i.e. (denoted as CC2LR in the following) , or the algebraic diagrammatic construction scheme through second order, ADC(2) [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . For CC2LR and ADC(2), canonical nuclear gradient implementations, based on density fitting (DF) of the electron repulsion integrals (ERIs), are available [14] [15] [16] . These methods exhibit an O(N 5 ) scaling of the computational cost with molecular size N . Recently, Winter and Hättig implemented also quartic scaling nuclear gradients for scaled opposite-spin (SOS) variants of CC2LR and ADC (2) , which are applicable to large systems 17 . Yet SOS omits numerous rather expensive exchange diagrams (which are compensated for by scaling of the doubles amplitudes) and is therefore not an exact theory. In the past decade our group has developed a local CC2 response method (LCC2LR) for calculating excited state properties of large molecular systems [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Local correlation methods exploit the relatively quick decay of dynamic correlation effects in non-metallic systems. To this end, spatially local orbitals are employed to span occupied and virtual space as specified by the underlying Hartree-Fock reference wave function, i.e., mutually orthogonal localized molecular orbitals (LMOs), and non-orthogonal projected atomic orbitals (PAOs) 25 , where the former are obtained from a Pipek-Mezey localization 26 of the canonical occupied orbitals. Individual LMO pairs can then be discriminated on the basis of the interorbital distances between the two LMOs, to specify subclasses of strong, weak, and very distant pairs. Furthermore, the pair specific virtual spaces can be truncated to pair domains. For electronic ground states the specification of such local approximations is straight forward and can be fixed a priori. For electronically excited states, on the other hand, a proper local approximation intimately depends on the actual character of the excited state. Thus it has to be state specific and adaptive, since the character of the excited state may not be known a priori and may even change during the iterative Davidson diagonalization. Our Laplace transform based LCC2LR method [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] meets these requirements. Quite recently, we implemented, on that basis, also nuclear gradients 23, 24 . With these, excited state geometry optimizations of pretty large molecular systems are possible at the CC2LR level. The CC2 Jacobian, which has to be diagonalized to obtain the excitation energies, is non Hermitian; the excitation energies thus are not guaranteed to be real. This has little practical consequences, except when close to a conical intersection. Yet another disadvantage of this non Hermiticity is that properties or gradients for a certain excited state require the related left and right eigenvectors of the CC2 Jacobian, which leads to many additional terms and non-symmetric intermediates in the formalism for properties and gradients. A few years ago we proposed a Hermitian time-dependent coupled-cluster response method based on the unitary coupled cluster (UCC) model 27 . Truncating the UCC model at order [2] w.r. to the fluctuation potential (according to a Møller-Plesset partitioning of the Hamiltonian) yields the time-dependent UCC [2] linear response method. The latter was shown in Ref. 27 to be equivalent to strict ADC (2) 10 , and a close relation between UCC and ADC methods has already been mentioned before in the literature [28] [29] [30] . ADC(2) hence can also be interpreted as a time-dependent linear response theory. This allows it to access more complicated properties based on quadratic or higher-order response functions (like transition strengths of singlet-triplet transitions) in a straightforward way in the very general framework of CC response theory. In this contribution we present formalism, implementation, and tests of transition strengths, orbital-relaxed first-order properties, i.e., orbital-relaxed excited state density matrices, and nuclear gradients for Laplace transform based local ADC(2), denoted as LADC(2) in the following.
II. THEORY A. Quasi energy and excitation energies
The fact that there is a close relationship between methods based on the algebraic diagrammatic construction scheme (ADC) on the one hand, and equation of motion or coupled cluster response theory based on the unitary coupled cluster approach is known since some time [28] [29] [30] . Recently, in Ref. 27 , a Hermitian time-dependent UCC response method denoted as TD-UCC-H was derived in the framework of Fourier component variational perturbation theory 31 . The related second-order method, TD-UCC [2] -H, was shown to be equivalent to ADC (2) in its strict form for excitation energies and oscillator strengths. Since TD-UCC[2]-H and ADC(2) are equivalent for all the properties considered in this paper, we will employ the latter acronym in the following. In order to prepare the stage for the discussion of oscillator strengths, properties, and nuclear gradients we briefly sketch in this section the general ideas followed in Ref. 27 , providing for convenience also the second-order timeaveraged quasienergy, which is the starting point for all properties based on linear response theory. The UCC wave function
has the nice property of being exponential and normalized simultaneously. In order to truncate the timeaveraged quasierergies a double perturbation theory,
(1) (t), with
was employed in Ref. 27 . Consequently, the time dependent cluster operators are expanded as
Here, and throughout the paper, the numbers in brackets and parenthesis reflect the order w.r. to the fluctuation potential W, and the external, time-dependent perturbation V(t) respectively (we omit the orders w.r. to the double perturbation theory of F, W, and V(t) for compactness, since they are now obvious). Furthermore, we will employ Einstein convention, i.e., implicit summation over repeated indices. Explicit summations are put in the equations only where we find it useful for clarity. Developing the time-independent quasienergy to second order in W yields the Hylleraas functional, i.e.,
Therefore, the ADC(2) (or TD-UCC[2]-H) ground-state energy (of zeroth order in V(t)) is equivalent to the MP2 energy. For the second-order time-averaged 31 quasienergy one obtains
The superscript 2n + 1, which is dropped from now on, indicates that the 2n + 1 rule w.r. to V(t) (or its Fourier components V ω k ) has been used to omit unnecessary terms involving amplitudes of order (2) . Subscript C implies connected diagrams. The T
[n] (1) (ω k ) are the cluster operators in the frequency domain,
involving the Fourier components t
[n](1) µ (ω k ) of the corresponding time-dependent amplitudes (cf. Eq. (9) in Ref. 27) , with τ µ representing a (singlet or triplet) singles or doubles excitation operator. Furthermore, as discussed in above reference (cf. Eq. (21)), the time-dependent singles amplitudes through second order are treated collectively by a single amplitude set, rather than being partitioned into individual components of various orders [n], i.e.,
implying that the amplitudes t
are implicitly summed up to oder [2] . The poles of the linear response function are obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem
with
Differentiating Eq. (5) accordingly yields the Hermitian Jacobian
and for the metric M the unity matrix (for a canonical basis). Eq. (8) hence is a Hermitian eigenvalue problem, and its eigenvalues, the excitation energies, are guaranteed to be real. This is advantageous near conical intersections between excited states, where for non-Hermitian methods like CCLR often complex excitation energies are obtained. On the other hand, Eq. (10) does not contain any ground state singles amplitudes, which are, in contrast to the CC2 model, considered to be of secondorder w.r. to W. CC2LR thus has a more complete treatment of orbital relaxation in the sense of the Thouless theorem 32,33 than ADC(2). We therefore expect increasing discrepancies between ADC(2) and CC2LR for cases where orbital relaxation effects become more important. Some examples illustrating this are shown in section III B.
B. Transition strength
The transition strength of an electronic one-photon excitation f ← 0 corresponds to the related residue of the linear response function. As discussed in Ref. 34 it can be calculated as
Note that the vector η X , in contrast to the Jacobian A depends not only on the first-order ground state amplitudes via T [1] (0) 2 , but also on the second-order singles and doubles via T , which can be obtained from a partial MP4 calculation (vide infra). We are aiming here at a local implementation of ADC (2) in the spirit of our previous work on Laplace transform based LCC2LR [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . We therefore employ mutually orthogonal localized molecular orbitals (LMOs) to span the occupied space, as obtained by Pipek-Mezey localization 26 , and non-orthogonal projected atomic orbitals (PAOs) to span the virtual space. In the following we employ indices i, j, . . . , r, s, . . . , and pq, . . . to denote LMOs, PAOs, and arbitrary molecular orbitals, respectively. Greek indices µ, ν, . . . , depending on the context, are either an abstract index for an excitation (as it e.g. in Eq. (6)), or label individual AOs. Furthermore, we employ density fitting for the electron repulsion integrals (ERIs), i.e., (which is implicitly defined in Eq. (11)) and working out the corresponding diagrams yields the transition density matrix D 0f required to compute the transition moments T X 0f . In the local LMO/PAO basis, D 0f takes the form
with the MP2-like density matrix D(t, U ) defined as
and the MP2 density matrix D 0 = D(t, t) defined accordingly. Since the amplitudes t µ are all of order (0) this superscript is omitted throughout. Furthermore, we omit the superscript [1] for the (MP2) amplitudes of order [1] , for compactness. For the Eigenvectors U f obtained by Eq. (8) the state-index f is also dropped. Amplitudes decorated with a tilde are contravariant, e.g.,
In order to compute T X 0f , D 0f is transformed to AO basis and contracted with the symmetric matrix of the dipole moment integrals µ|X|ν . We note that the transition density matrix related to T 19 or Eq. (22) in Ref. 21 have to be solved. We note that we can discriminate individual LMO pairs on the basis of their inter orbital distance and assign them to either the strong or weak pair class. The fist-order MP2 amplitudes t ij rs are calculated for strong and weak pairs, while the calculation of the second-order doubles t ij [2] rs is restricted to strong pairs only. The latter are obtained together with the second-order singles t i [2] r from a partial local MP4 calculation, which, by virtue of the local approximation, is computationally rather cheap.
C. Orbital relaxed first-order properties LADC(2) orbital relaxed first-order properties and nuclear gradients for the electronic ground state are identical to LMP2 properties and gradients. For excited states, the formalism for the LADC(2) orbital relaxed first-order properties is derived analogously as in Ref. 23 . The central quantity here is the Lagrangian
The sum of the first two terms is the total energy of the excited state. The other terms are, in ascending order, the conditions for the ground state MP2 amplitudes (Ω µ2 represent the MP2 equations), the locality of the LMOs, the Brillouin theorem, and mutual orbital orthogonality (it is convenient to develop gradients for local correlation methods in a basis of LMOs plus canonical virtuals, i.e., in an orthogonal MO basis and to transform the virtual orbitals to PAOs at a later stage 35 ). S AO is the AO overlap matrix, C = (L | C v ) the composite MO coefficient matrix, concatenated from the coefficient matrices L and C v of the LMOs and the canonical virtuals. Furthermore, f is the Fock matrix, and v 0 the matrix representing the (oneelectron) external perturbation related to the property, i.e.,
with the matrix elements
Note that V 0 is also included in the Hamiltonians of E MP2 , the Jacobian A, and the MP2 equations Ω µ2 . The required stationarity of the Lagrangian L f ′ w.r. to the ground-state doubles amplitudes t µ2 yields the linear equations
for the related multipliersλ (20) is inverted by again utilizing the Laplace transform trick, i.e.,
with the permutation operator P pq (P pq X pq = X qp ), the Laplace quadrature points t q , their weights w q , the Laplace transform matrices X v (q), X o (q) as defined e.g. in Eq. (17) 
where the quantities
as well as the fitting coefficients c For the triplet case 22 we instead have
withB P ir being defined exactly as in Eq. (23), andQ ir according to Eq. (24), but with the first term omitted (cf. Eqs. (39)- (40) 
for the multipliers z f ai and z loc,f ij , and a set of equations,
for the multipliers x f pq , with
As Eq. (20) for the multipliersλ f µ2 , Eqs. (26) and (27) contain the difference between ground-and excited state multipliers, e.g.,
, and analogously for the others. Eq. (26) itself decouples further into the Z-CPL (coupled perturbed localization) and the Z-CPHF (coupled perturbed Hartree-Fock) equations. The quantitiesB(z f ) and b(z loc,f ) in Eqs. (26)- (28) 
where the matrix Q = C † v S AO transforms from canonical virtuals to PAOs. The first two terms B f µi and B f µr are simply the partial derivatives of E MP2 + U
µ2 Ω µ2 w.r. to O pq for q = i, and q = r, respectively. The third term involving B f rν originates from the dependence of the amplitudes t µ2 , multipliersλ (17) w.r. to the perturbation strength ǫ X (cf. Eq. (18)) yields the orbital-relaxed first-order properties as
where
For the density matrix D f one arrives at
and
U rs being defined in Eq. (B4). These equations refer to singlet excited states. For triplet states only the matrix D η has to be changed to
where the
U µ2 , are the doubles parts of the (covariant) symmetrized eigenvectors of the LADC(2) Jacobian A (cf. Eq. (10) in Ref. 22) , and the
U µ2 their contravariant counterparts, obtained from the former by multiplication with a factor of four. The orbital relaxed first-order properties are finally obtained by contracting the back-transformed D f and z f in the AO basis with the related propery integrals, e.g., the dipole moment integrals µ|X|ν .
D. nuclear gradients
The derivation of the formalism for LADC(2) nuclear gradients proceeds analogoulsy as for the LCC2LR case reported in Ref. 24 : differentiating the Lagrangian in Eq. (17) w.r. to a nuclear displacement q (rather than the perturbation strength of an external perturbation V 0 as above) affects all the integrals. After sorting the terms according to the individual derivative integrals (in AO basis) one obtains
D f ′ is the excited state total density matrix (in AO basis), defined as
where C loc = (L | P) is the composite MO coefficient matrix concatenating the LMO coefficient matrix L with the PAO projector matrix P. The quantities to be contracted with the derivative ERIs are split for compactness into the part collecting the terms appearing in both the singlet and triplet case, and the part containing the singlet-or triplet specific terms. E.g., for singlet excited states we have
and analogously for Z 
III. TEST CALCULATIONS
Transition strengths, first-order properties, and nuclear gradients for local ADC(2) have been implemented in the MOLPRO program package 36 on the basis of the Laplace transform based LCC2LR implementation of LCC2LR gradients reported in Refs. 20-24. Parallelization of the individual subroutines was achieved on the basis of a simple shared file approach, i.e., under the premise that the files containing the relevant 3-index intermediates are shared.
In the test calculations presented in this section we dispense with testing the accuracy of local approximation, density fitting, and Laplace quadrature. This has been done already in detail in above references for the LCC2LR case, and obviously the accuracy of these approximations will be very similar also for the LADC(2) case. Instead we focus on (i) the effect of the second-order singles t i [2] r and doubles t ij [2] rs on the transition strength vectors (cf. section II B), and (ii) the deviations between LADC(2) and LCC2LR geometries. The test set comprises a collection of medium sized molecules, augmented by one larger system. The latter is the TA-St-CA dye, an organic sensitizer for solar cell applications, featuring as the S 1 state a charge transfer state (cf. Fig. 1 ) with high oscillator strength in the visible range 37 . In all calculations the cc-pVDZ AO basis set 38 was used, together with the related MP2FIT 39 and JKFIT 40 fitting basis sets; the latter for those terms of the gradient connected to the DF-HF reference. In the Laplace based Davidson diagonalizer (to solve Eq. (8)) and the linear equation solver (for eq. (20)) always three Laplace FIG. 1. LADC(2) orbital-relaxed density differences (relative to ground state density) of the S1 and S3 states of the TA-St-CA molecule. The yellow (bright) and dark grey iso-surfaces represent a value of +0.003 and −0.003, respectively. The corresponding excitation energies (in eV) and dipole moment differences (in a.u.) are also given. S1 is a charge transfer -, and S3 a locally excited state. quadrature points were employed, which was found in our previous work to provide sufficient accuracy. The ground state orbital domains were determined according to the procedure of Boughton and Pulay 41 by specifying the completeness criterion to 0.98, and subsequently augmenting these core domains by further atoms not farther away than one bond from any atom in the original core domains (iext=1 option). The ground state pair list was restricted to LMO pairs separated by not more than 15 bohrs. The local approximations for the individual excited states is adaptive and state specific, as explained in Ref. 20 . We employed the same thresholds as in Ref. 24 , i.e., κ e = 0.999, and the criterion for augmenting the ground state pair list by additional important LMO pairs set to 5 bohrs. Domains and pair list for ground-and excited state, as well as the number of redundant functions in each pair domains were kept fixed during the geometry optimizations.
A. Transition strengths
In the following we explore the importance of the secondorder singles and doubles for the LADC(2) transition strength vector (the latter corresponds to the diagonal X = Y of the matrix defined in Eq. (11) . Table I compiles the norms of the transition strength vector,
, for the individual test molecules and excited states. These reference values were calculated by treating all pairs of ground-and 
The reference value corresponds to a full LADC(2) calculation, rw = ∞, with all pairs treated as strong (hence, the second-order singles and doubles are fully taken into account). The results for restricted lists of strong pairs, i.e., rw = 5 (weak pairs starting from an inter orbital separation of 5 bohr), rw = 3, or entire omission of second-order singles and doubles are also given as the norm of the related difference vector |δS 0f | = |S 0f − S excited pair list as strong, it i.e., without any additional truncations for the second-order doubles t ij [2] rs . Furthermore, different pair approximations for the second-order doubles were tried; r w = 5 (omitting pairs separated by more than 5 bohr), r w = 3, as well as entire omission of second-order singles and doubles. The deviations of these approximations from the respective reference transition strength vector is given as the norm of the corresponding difference vector, |δS 0f | = |S 0f − S . In some cases, e.g., for the S 2 state of transurocanic acid or the S 1 CT state of TA-St-CA, entire omission of the second-order amplitudes leads to even smaller deviations from the reference vector than the more accurate weak approximations r w = 3, and even r w = 5. Obviously omission benefits from a fortuitous cancellation of errors; omitting just the second-order singles leads to a deviation of |δS 0f | = 0.303 a.u., rather than 0.052 a.u. for the S 2 state of trans-urocanic acid, and to |δS 0f | = 1.794 a.u., rather than 1.346 a.u. for the S 1 state of TA-St-CA. The weak pair approximations r w = 5 and r w = 3 usually provide sufficient accuracy, with max deviations of about 5 % for the latter, and half of that for the former. The S 1 CT state of TA-St-CA apparently is particularly sensitive; here the r w = 3 approximation still deviates by 12 % from the reference vector, while r w = 5 reduces this to 6 %.
B. Optimized geometries
For a set of low-lying singlet-and triplet excited states of the individual test molecules LADC(2) and LCC2LR geometry optimizations were performed. The individual stationary points were first located by utilizing the (more economical) LADC(2)nuclear gradient, and then subsequently used as starting geometries for the LCC2LR optimizations. The minimum energies of the individual molecules and states finally obtained are provided as supplementary information 42 . Table II compiles the deviations between the LADC(2) and LCC2LR optimized geometries. As can be seen, there is quite close agreement in the geometries obtained by these two second-order methods for the vast majority of molecules and states. For these, the maximum deviation in the bond length ∆r is not much larger than 0.01Å , and the maximum deviation in the bond angle ∆α not more than 1
• . Also the adiabatic excitation energies ω ad and ω CC2 ad are in close agreement. Yet there are few exceptions, namely the geometries of the S 1 , S 2 , and T 2 states of transurocanic acid, the S 1 state of guanine, and the S 2 state of TABLE II. Deviations between LADC(2) and LCC2LR optimized geometries: ∆r are the average deviations in bond lengths; ∆r, ∆α, and ∆τ are the max. deviations in bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles, respectively (all in pm and degrees). σrms is the RMS deviation of the atomic positions (in pm). The related LADC(2) vertical and adiabatic excitation energies, ω, ω ad , along with the LCC2LR adiabatic excitation energies, ω 7-methyl-8-dimethylamino-isoalloxazine (ROSEO). The most glaring case is the S 2 state of trans-urocanic acid, where two quite different geometries are found by the two methods. The LCC2LR geometry optimization exhibits some steps with low gradient around the LADC(2) geometry (and vice versa for LADC(2) when starting the optimization at the LCC2LR minimum) yet no stable minima are found for these geometries. To entirely rule out any influence due to local approximations we repeated the geometry optimizations with full domains, but the deviations relative to the corresponding local calculations turned out to be very small as expected. (2), LCC2LR, and EOM-CCSD vertical excitation energies (in eV) of the first two excited singlet states for different LADC(2) and LCC2LR minima. The corresponding D1 singles diagnostics values, calculated from the LCC2 singles vectors, are also given.
trans-urocanic acid S0(LADC (2) (2) (2) In order to investigate further these discrepancies between LADC(2) and LCC2LR geometries, we performed additional equation-of-motion coupled cluster (EOM-CCSD) single point calculations at the individual geometries. To this end we employed the canonical EOM-CCSD program of Korona et al. 43 . Table III compiles the vertical excitation energies of the first two singlet states as obtained by LADC(2), LCC2LR, and EOM-CCSD at these geometries, along with the related D1 singles diagnostics values 44 , which were computed from the respective LCC2 singles vector. For comparison, also some unproblematic cases are included, i.e., the S 0 state geometries of these two problematic molecules, along with the S 0 and S 1 state geometries of HPA, cis-2-naphthol, and ROSEO. Evidently, the deviations in the LADC(2) vs. LCC2LR minimum energy geometries correlates with a substantial increase in the D1 singles diagnostics relative to its ground state value. In all problematic cases the D1 value is 0.16 or larger. Furthermore, LADC(2), LCC2LR, and EOM-CCSD also produce quite different values for the vertical excitation energies. When taking the EOM-CCSD value as reference, LCC2LR performs considerably better than LADC(2) (due to the inclusion of the ground state singles via dressed integrals), but still exhibits deviations of up to 0.8 eV (ω(S 2 ) at S 1 state geometry of guanine). From Table III we can conclude that (i) substantial deviations between ADC(2) and CC2LR excitation energies of corresponding states, and (ii) a substantial increase of the D1 diagnostics beyond its value at its (presumably unproblematic) ground state geometry and a D1 value of 0.16 or larger are strong indications that second-order methods become unreliable and should no longer be used.
IV. EXEMPLARY APPLICATION
To illustrate the capabilities of our local ADC(2) implementation we present here an exemplary application of the method to the lowest four excited states of chlorophyllide a (Chl-a). Chl-a is an immediate precursor of chlorophyll a with its phytyl chain replaced by a hydrogen atom and has been used before as a suitable model for chlorophyll a [45] [46] [47] [48] . The ground state geometry of Chla was obtained from an LMP2 optimization by starting from the DFT geometry of Sundholm 46 . The five lowest excited states are all of π → π * type. Table IV compiles vertical and adiabatic excitation energies, along with the related oscillator strengths (in dipolelength representation). For comparison, the DFT/MRCI vertical excitation energies and oscillator strengths from Ref. 47 , and the experimental excitation energies and oscillator strengths from Ref. 48 are also given. The latter originate from Ref. 49 , with the oscillator strengths estimated by spectral integration 48 . Except for the S 3 state, the LADC(2) vertical excitation energies agree within less than 0.2 eV with the DFT/MRCI values. According to Ref. 47 the S 3 state features enhanced double-excitation character, which may explain the larger deviation. Furthermore, note that the ground state geometries differ between Ref. 47 and the present work; in Ref. 47 the DFT/MRCI vertical excitation energies were computed directly at the DFT optimized structure of Sundholm 46 , whereas here the proper LADC(2) ground state minimum, i.e., the LMP2 mini- In the context of the present work, we also performed geometry optimizations for the S 1 -S 4 states. To our knowledge, these are the first geometry optimizations of the excited states of Chl-a at this level of theory. Minimum energy geometries were found for the S 1 and S 4 states. Geometry optimization on the S 2 state surface, starting   FIG. 3 . Chl-a: Orbital-relaxed density differences (relative to S0 density) of the S1 state at the S0, S1, and S ′ 1 minima. The yellow (bright) and dark grey iso-surfaces represent values of +0.003 and −0.003, respectively. Vertical or adiabatic excitation energies in eV, dipole moment differences in a.u.
from the Franck-Condon point lead to a conical intersection with the S 1 state. By optimizing the S 1 state further, starting from a geometry close to this conical intersection, an alternative S 1 state minimum, denoted as S ′ 1 , finally was found, which is virtually isoenergetic with the original one (see the adiabatic excitation energies in Table IV ). The optimization on the S 3 state surface lead to a conical intersection with the S 2 state. A comparison of LADC(2) and LCC2LR excitation energies of the S 1 and S 2 states at the S 1 and S ′ 1 geometries, along with the corresponding D1 diagnostics is given in Table III . Even though the geometry changes relative to the S 0 state are small (vide infra), the D1 diagnostics increases from 0.10 to 0.15 and 0.17, respectively. On the other hand, no dramatic differences between LADC(2) and LCC2LR excitation energies are observed. Also the LCC2LR S 1 state density differences at these two geometries look very similar to those displayed in Fig. 3 . We therefore presume that an ADC(2) treatment of this system still is appropriate. The S 1 , S ′ 1 , and S 4 geometries of Chl-a are provided as supplementary information 42 . An overlay of these geometries is plotted in Fig. 2 . The rings are numbered in accordance to the usual order, starting at the pyrrole ring with the C 2 H 3 substituent and ending at the pyrroline ring carrying the (truncated) phytyl chain. The cyclopentanone ring is number V. Bond elongations greater or equal to 1.6 pm, and bond contractions greater or equal to 1.4 pm relative to the S 0 minimum are printed explicitly. Evidently, there are no large-scale structural differences as caused by substantial deviations in bondor dihedral angles. The largest geometry change for the S 1 and S ′ 1 geometries is a shortening of the Mg-N(IV) distance by 3.4, and 3.0 pm, respectively. The Mg-N(IV) distance is with 2.181Å in the ground state significantly longer than the other three Mg-N distances (2.033 -2.064 A). Such a shortening of the Mg-N(IV) distance however is absent in the S 4 geometry. Furthermore, the S 1 and S ′ 1 geometries feature two distinctly different patterns of bond shortenings/elongations in the ring system; with that of the S 1 geometry being more similar to that of the S 4 geometry. Even though the S 1 and S ′ 1 look rather similar, the Hartree-Fock dipole moment changes by a difference vector with length of 1.30 a.u., i.e., by 66%. On going instead from the S 1 to the S 4 geometry the length of this difference vector is only 0.36 a.u. (18 %). Fig. 3 displays the orbital-relaxed LADC(2) density differences relative to the ground state density of the S 1 state at the S 0 , S 1 , and S ′ 1 minimum energy geometries. Evidently, the S 1 state changes considerably its character when going from the S 0 to the S 1 and S ′ 1 minima. Note the different pattern of increase/decrease in density at the S 1 and S ′ 1 minima, respectively, which to some extent seems to reflect the different pattern of bond elongations and contractions mentioned above. For example, in ring II one of the two C-N(II) bonds contracts by 1.4 pm on going from the S 0 to the S 1 minimum while the other elongates by 1.2 pm. For the S ′ 1 , on the other hand, the first elongates by 1.6 pm, with the second contracting by 1.7 pm. These bond contractions/elongations are reflected by a slight increase/decrease of density in the midpoint area of the related bond. The density difference of the S 1 state at the S 4 geometry (not shown) looks quite similar to that at the S 1 geometry in Fig. 3 , reflecting again above mentioned similarity of the two geometries. On the basis of our calculations we assign the Q y , B x , and B y bands to S 0 → S 1 , S 0 → S 4 , and S 0 → S 5 transitions, respectively, in agreement with previous work. On the other hand, since no minima close to the Franck-Condon point were found for the S 2 and S 3 states, we expect only small Franck-Condon factors for S 0 → S 2 and S 0 → S 3 transitions. Also, the oscillator strength of the S 0 → S 2 transition is quite small. The assignment of Q x to the origin of S 2 therefore is less clear and may need further investigation. We would like to point out here, that the purpose of this section is not a comprehensive investigation of the photophysics of Chl-a, but to illustrate the potential of the LADC(2) gradient presented in this paper. For example, the influence of basis set extension was not further investigated; hence, the results presented here have to be considered as preliminary. One geometry step of the geometry optimization of the S 1 state of Chl-a (calculating also the S 2 state) took in total about 14 hours on 7 Intel Xeon X5660@2.80GHz cores, the gradient related part 35 % thereof.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution we presented theory, implementation, and tests of oscillator strengths, orbital-relaxed first-order properties (excited state density matrices), and nuclear gradients for Laplace-based local ADC(2). Our derivations utilize a time-dependent response theory applied to a unitary coupled cluster ansatz truncated at second-order w.r. to the fluctuation potential, and Fourier component variational perturbation theory for the time-averaged quasienergy. The ADC(2) Jacobian (whose eigenvalues represent the poles of the linear response function and correspond to the excitation energies) is symmetric, in contrast to traditional coupled cluster models like CC2LR. The LADC(2) oscillator strengths, first-order properties, and nuclear gradients have been implemented on the basis of our previous, Laplace transform based, local CC2LR method. The local approximations thus are state specific and adaptive. The LADC(2) transition density matrix (from which transition strength vectors and oscillator strengths are computed) contains contributions from second-order (w.r. to the fluctuation potential) ground state singles and doubles. In the local framework these amplitudes can be calculated for a restricted set of strong pairs only, reducing the computational cost substantially. We investigated the importance of these contributions and the accuracy of different truncations of the strong pair list. It turns out that there is often a beneficial cancellation of errors between the terms involving second-order singles with those involving second-order doubles. Hence, also entire neglect of all these terms can provide sufficient accuracy for oscillator strengths, which usually are anyway not required to very high precision. The deviations between LCC2LR and LADC(2) minimum energy geometries are usually rather small, with maximum differences in bond lengths and angles not much larger than 1 pm and less than 1
• . Also the adiabatic excitation energies agree usually within less than 0.1 eV. In our test set we have found some exceptions from this rule, namely the geometries of the S 1 , S 2 , and T 2 states of trans-urocanic acid, the S 1 state of guanine, and the S 2 state of 7-methyl-8-dimethylaminoisoalloxazine. Here, the deviations are significantly larger, particular so for the S 2 state of trans-urocanic acid, where a maximum difference in bond lengths of 24 pm was observed. We have found that this behavior is accompanied by a significant increase of the D1 diagnostics relative to that evaluated at the corresponding unproblematic ground state minimum and by D1 values of 0.16 and larger. Due to the inclusion of ground-state singles via similarity transform the CC2LR method performs somewhat better in such situations than ADC(2) when comparing to EOM-CCSD, yet still not in a satisfactory way. As an exemplary application of the LADC(2) gradient method we performed geometry optimizations for the S 1 -S 4 states of chlorophyllide a by starting from the LMP2 ground state minimum geometry. Respective minima quite close to the Franck-Condon point were located for the S 1 and S 4 states, whereas the optimizations on the S 2 and S 3 state surfaces lead to conical intersections with the S 1 and S 2 state surfaces, respectively. The simplifications relative to the LCC2LR nuclear gradient due to the symmetry of the Jacobian and the absence of ground state singles are substantial: (i) only an LMP2 rather than an LCC2 ground state calculation is needed. (ii) the left-and right side eigenvectors of the Jacobian are equivalent. (iii) no excited state Lagrange multipliers for single substitutionsλ f µ1 (as in CC2LR) do occur (cf. Eq. (17)). All this leads also to much simpler expressions for the intermediates related to orbital relaxation than in the LCC2LR case. Overall, the evaluation of a LADC(2) nuclear gradient is about four times computationally less expensive than that of a LCC2LR gradient. We therefore recommend the LADC(2) method as a replacement for LCC2LR in geometry optimizations of future applications, provided that such second-order methods are unproblematic, which is reflected by (i) the D1 diagnostics or (ii) the absence of significant discrepancies between LADC(2) and LCC2LR vertical excitation energies at these geometries. 
where 
The intermediates including half transformed integrals are states one obtains 
Appendix E: Y, Z-intermediates for excited singlet and triplet states
The gradient expression in LMO/PAO basis for excited states is given in Eq. (36); the three-and two-index intermediates to be contracted with the corresponding ERIs for the LADC(2) case are as follows: 
